Introduction. In Wintner's [16] terminology (when n = 2), a linear differential equation with continuous coefficients on a i-interval 7 is said to be disconjugate on 7 if no solution (?é0) has n zeros on 7. For n>2, most known results giving conditions which assure that (0.1) is disconjugate concern perturbations of t/n)=0 either for a fixed finite interval [as, e.g., in the theorem of de la Vallée Poussin (cf. [2, Exercise 5.3(d), p. 346])] or for large t. This paper deals with equations (1.1) which are perturbations of equations with constant coefficients, disconjugate on -oo < t < oo.
As corollaries, we obtain theorems which are refinements of known results concerning perturbations of i/n) = 0, but we do not obtain the "best" constants occurring in some of these results (n=2). The proofs depend on the technique introduced in [5] for discussing asymptotic behavior of solutions of perturbed linear systems with constant coefficients (cf. In addition to arguments from the theory of asymptotic integration, the proofs use a theorem of Pólya [14] characterizing equations (0.1) disconjugate on an open interval 7 in terms of Wronskians of subsets of solutions of (0.1); for a generalization, see [2, pp. 51-54] (also obtained in [6] ). Theorems I** and IV of Pólya [14] show that no solution (^0) of (0.1) on an open interval 7 has n distinct zeros if and only if no solution (&0) has n zeros counting multiplicities; cf. also [13] . (A generalization of this last fact, when the linear family of solutions of (0.1) is replaced by an arbitrary (not necessarily linear) interpolating family of functions, is given in [1] .) In §4, it is observed that the results of the previous sections, together with theorems and methods of Lasota and Opial [8] , give criteria for the existence of solutions of certain nonlinear boundary value problems.
1. Distinct real roots. We shall first consider linear differential equations or, more generally, (1.5) f q(s)e-c(t-s) ds, \ q(s)e~c{s-l) ds ^ r, < Vo.
Proof. Let y=(u, u,..., m*""1') and write (1.1) as a linear first order system (1.6) y' = (A + Q(t))y, where A = (ajk) is the constant nxn matrix with the first n-1 rows given by ajk= 1 or ajk = 0 for 1 ^j-¿n-1, k=j+1 or &#y'+ 1 and the last row is (-a0,..., -an-x), and Q(t) is the matrix with 0 in the first n-1 rows and the last row is («o(0,...«»-1(0).
Let A = An = (\jk) be the constant nxn matrix with Xjk = Xjc~1 for j, k=\,.. .,n.
Since the kth column (1, Xk,..., AJ_1) of A is an eigenvector of A belonging to the This is a consequence of Theorem 1.1 which shows that the condition q(t)<cn0 implies that (1.1) is disconjugate on every interval [a, b), -ao<a<b<oo. Thus if iw _ a < F^ iw,
This gives (1.15).
2. Coincident real roots. We now consider the case when Assumption (Aj) does not hold and, in fact, the extreme opposite case, Ax = ■ • ■ = A", holds. We suppose that the value of Xx = • • • = An is 0 ; cf. the Remark at the end of this section.
Theorem 2.1. There exists a number r¡1>0, independent ofT, with the following property : In the differential equation , and Hukuhara [7] .) According to a theorem of Dunkel (cf. [2, Theorem 17.1, p. 315]), the convergence of the integral in (2.4) for F=oo implies asymptotic formulae for the solutions of (2.1) for large /. But these formulae do not imply a disconjugacy criterion for (2.1) on t^O.
Proof. Under the change of independent variables (2.5) s = -logf or t = e~s, the interval 0</<Tis changed to -log7"<í<oo. Note that u'=-esDu, where
Write this relation as u(k) = (-t)~k2 ß«Di> where A* = 1.
Thus (2.1) becomes
where t = e~\ Q0(s) = (-t)nq0(t), and (2.8) Qj(s) = 2 ( -0" -fc?fc(0Aw for y = 1,...,«-1.
Hence, there is a constant C=C(n) such that (2.9) 0(i) = ("f \QÀs)\2)112 = Q(í)í, where q(t) is defined by (2.2).
It is clear from (2.6) that the roots of the characteristic polynomial belonging to the left side of (2.7) are 0, -1,..., -(n-1). In view of (2.9), Theorem 2.1 follows from Theorem 1.1 after an obvious change of integration variables. Theorem 2.1 will be combined with the method of [3] for the case « = 2, qx(t) = 0 (cf. [2, pp. 346-347]) to obtain an analogue of Corollary 1.2.
Corollary 2.1. There exist positive constants M0, ■ ■., Mn-X with the following property: Let q0(t), ■ ■ -,in-i(0 be continuous for t^O, u(t)^0 a solution of (2.1), and N=N(T) the number of zeros ofu(t) on 0^t<T(<cc), counting multiplicities. Then N^n-i or N satisfies the inequality (2.10) 2 Aifc{JV/(*-l)-l}fc-/r»-i r \qk(t)\«i«-"dtV~ n > 1.
Since k-n<0, (2.10) can be used to estimate N=N(T) from above. An admissible choice for M0,..., Mn-X is given by Mk=2k~n, k=0,..., n-1. This follows from the proof of Corollary 2.1 and a result of Nehari [11] . (Another choice of the constants may be given in the paper by Hukuhara [7] which is not available to me ; the pertinent (last) result stated in the review in the Mathematical Reviews does not seem correct.) Still another choice is, e.g., M0=(n-2)n'2l(nl)n-1(w-1)! and Mk=l/(n-k-l)\ for k=\,. Proof. Let N>n-1 and (0^) i0='i= • • ■ be the nonnegative zeros of u(t); so that tN.x<T^tN. By Theorem 2.1, there exist positive constants M0,..., Mn.x such that 2 Mk(t-s)-k f \qk\ dp > (t-s)1-" if s = tf, t = ti + n.x; k = 0 Js e.g., by (2.2) and (2.4), any set of constants Mk>\¡T¡x for k=0,..., n-1 is admissible. By [11] , one can choose Mk=2~k for k = 0,..., n-1.
Letting s=tj, t=tj+n-x and adding for/'=0,..., m gives n-l m m m (in) 2 ^* 2 C-5)"0 1**1 dp > 2 (t-sy-\ k-0 ;' = 0 Js 3 = 0
Note that if 1 <a<oo, ('-')"*£ l?*l dp = (ts)1-*-1*^ \qk\"dpya-
For lS&á"-l, choose a=n/(n-k) and ß=n/k, so that j8(l-A;-l/oi)=l-n and the last product is i fc/n / «f, d/'-*)1-") (£,<"i>i^",<*"fc>^)1' Thus, by (2.11),
From the inequality for the harmonic mean,
The last sum is ím(n_1)-í0<Fif tm(n.X)^tN-x<T.
Thus we obtain for a suitable constant C, independent of A.
3. Arbitrary real roots. We now consider the differential equation The proof depends on a method of Hartman and Wintner [5] for the asymptotic integration of linear systems with nearly constant coefficients. This method involves a change of variables which enables us to obtain rather precise information on the asymptotic behavior of each component of the solution vector.
Proof. We shall deal only with disconjugacy for 0 < t < T. The passage to 0 S t < T can be made as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
(a) Let C=C(a0, .. .,an.x)}zl be a number to be fixed below and introduce the abbreviation (3.7) s = t+Ci 1 if Og t < T.
Assume, that for eachy, there exist A(y) solutions u = ujX(t),..., ujW)(t) of (3.1) with the properties that v,K(t) = u,K(t)e~M')s and its derivatives satisfy \Di-1VjK(t)-wK(t)sK-'l(K-l)\\ ^ nWÁt)\f-1 for i = 1,...,«, Choose Wm(t) to be the matrix (3.14) W"(t) = diag (Ww(t),..., Ww(t)),
where Wu>(t) is an h'(j) x h'(j) matrix, W(n(t) = (7)-'^) for i, k = 1,..., h'(j). row by s1'1. In the resulting matrix, the elements which are not in the blocks corresponding to Wa),..., Wiu) (cf. (3.14)) are majorized by yns*'71', where i-A*áA(/)-«*=0-Since i^l for î^0, yn^'^Syn. By the same argument, the elements below the diagonals on the blocks Wa),..., Ww are majorized by yr)Si~K^yr) for í¿k. The elements on and above the diagonal become l/(/-*)! + error, where \error\ Syr] ; in particular, the diagonal elements differ from 1 by at most yr\. Thus, it is clear that if r¡2 is sufficiently small and r¡<r¡2, then (3.15) holds.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. If v=n and m(l)= ■ ■ ■ =m(n)=l, then this theorem follows from [8] . In fact, since T is finite and the main conditions in (1.5), (2.3), (3.5) involve a strict inequality, it is clear that these conditions hold whenever qk(t) is replaced by a continuous function ß^OO satisfying \Qk(t)\<qk(t) + (-nif--n)lnT, where v* = Vo, Vi, V2, respectively. The proof for the general case (4.1)-(4.3) is similar. this theorem, we shall suppose that ¡/^(O > 0 for 0 < / < T and prove the existence of solutions satisfying yK(t)#0 and (8) for t0út<T, where t0 is an arbitrary point of (0, T). The passage to the case <p(t)-0 and t0=0 will be clear.
Let For example, in order to obtain (11), note that úb = 2iy>-f-y2o2r-yK'-Y¿°>o'*\yK\2).
Using (2) 
